PRODUCT FEATURE
Paul ‘Jonesy’ Jones operates out
of the Matamata-Piako district

Equipment team was one that Jonesy can
only speak highly of.
“There was no pressure with Blair. The
machine arrived quick and meant I could be
back on the job. The price was very
competitive, too, which is always an
important factor,” Jonesy says. Mustang
skidsteer loaders can offer the benefits
mentioned by Jonesy, and more, including:
• Spacious cabs with clear, panoramic views
• Powerful, clean, and efficient diesel
engines
• ROPS/FOPS cab tilts for easy service and
maintenance access
• Ride Control System allows lift arm to float
when travelling, reducing spillage
• Universal, quick-attach attachment
mounting system

His need to always be on the job requires
a machine with serious power. This is what
attracted him to the Mustang brand.

The right
decision

F

or a busy man like Paul Jones, or
Jonesy as his mates refer to him,
having the right earthmoving
equipment is crucial for his job. That
is why his decision to switch from a
traditional skidsteer loader to a Mustang
skidsteer loader from Endraulic Equipment in
Mangere, Auckland, intrigued many of his
clients. As someone who is always on the
job, Paul knew it was the right decision.
“I’m always out there, doing it. Every day, I
put in concrete, then head off to the next site
and prepare for the next day. My team and I
are flat stick, always standing in driveways
getting it done,” Jonesy says.
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He operates out of the Matamata-Piako
district, and he works his machines hard. His
need to always be on the job requires a
machine with serious power. This is what
attracted him to the Mustang brand.
“The power is something which I really
enjoy. That and it is easy to run, which is
always handy,” Jonesy says.
Mustang loaders have been built in the
USA since 1965 and have a reputation in the
earth moving industry of being one of the
strongest and most reliable machines on the
market, something Jonesy has found to be
true in the short time he has been using it.
Wayne Crouch of Pro Mechanical

recommended Mustang skidsteer loaders
from Endraulic Equipment to Jonesy,
who didn’t think twice about the decision
to switch.
With several years’ experience with
earthmoving equipment under his belt,
Jonesy believes Endraulic Equipment could
not have had a better advocate in long-time
friend Wayne.
“Once Wayne told me of the machine, I
knew I could trust that it would be quality,”
Jonesy says.
All that was left for him to do was to buy
the machine. The experience of buying with
both, Blair Sargison and the Endraulic

TYRES THAT GO
THE
Do the hard yards for less with
Triangle loader and earthmoving
tyres. Proven to go the distance
in New Zealand conditions. It’s not
surprising to see a growing number
of kiwi operators choosing Triangle.
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For some of the best earthmoving
equipment, get in touch with Endraulic
Equipment. They have equipment
and attachments to help anyone
make the most of their machines,
regardless of the brand. Contact
Endraulic Equipment on 0800 468 782
or visit their website endraulic.co.nz.

